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Spatially oriented acoustic data can range from a simple set of impulse responses, such
as head-related transfer functions, to a large set of multiple-input multiple-output spatial
room impulse responses obtained in complex measurements with a microphone array excited by a loudspeaker array at various conditions. The spatially oriented format for acoustics
(SOFA), which was standardized by AES Standard 69, provides a format to store and share
such data. SOFA takes into account geometric representations of many acoustic scenarios,
data compression, network transfer, and a link to complex room geometries and aims at
simplifying the development of interfaces for many programming languages. With the recent advancement of SOFA, the format offers new continuous-direction representation of
data by means of spherical harmonics and novel conventions representing many measurement scenarios, such as source directivity and multiple-input multiple-output spatial room
impulse responses. This article reviews SOFA by first providing an introduction to SOFA
and then describing examples that demonstrate the most recent features of the SOFA 2.1
(AES Standard 69-2022).

0 INTRODUCTION
Audio-related data often depends on spatial aspects. A
very prominent example is the head-related transfer function (HRTF), which describes the acoustic filtering of a
sound source by the listener’s body acquired in free field at
the listener’s ear canal [1]. Usually, binaural sets of HRTFs
are acquired for many sound-source positions introducing
a strong spatial factor to an HRTF dataset [2]. HRTFs can
also be measured in a room, and such data are usually
called binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs) [3]. Another prominent example of spatially oriented data is the
spatial room impulse response (SRIR), which describes the
filtering of a sound source by a room recorded by microphones placed in the room [4]. In many applications, a set
of SRIRs is acquired for various source positions and oriJ. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 70, No. 7/8, 2022 July/August

entations, microphones, and acoustic conditions in a room
[5]. A third example of spatially oriented data is the directivity of sound sources, such as loudspeakers or musical
instruments [6]. All these and many other spatially oriented
data result from measurements or numerical simulations
(as summarized in Fig. 1) and thus urge for a file format
describing the spatial nature of the data. The spatially oriented format for acoustics (SOFA), described in this article,
aims at providing such a format.
Before the availability of SOFA, HRTFs were shared as
databases for decades, but each laboratory used its own
format. For example, in 1998, the AUDIS project released
a compact disk with HRTFs stored in a proprietary format, requiring a binary converter application to access the
data [7]. The first widely spread HRTF database with a
well-defined format was the dataset of the Massachusetts
565
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Fig. 1. Typical acoustic setup measuring or simulating spatial
aspects. Corresponding names of spatially oriented format for
acoustics (SOFA) objects are shown in brackets.

Institute of Technology (MIT) HRTF, which uses the waveform audio format to store the data [8]. Later, many laboratories started to use the MATLAB’s file format (MAT) [9]
to store HRTFs. For example, the database of the Center
for Image Processing and Integrated Computing (CIPIC)
[10] provides a file per listener in either plain text or MAT
format. The directions are hard coded, i.e., the index of an
HRTF corresponds to a predefined direction used in the
measurements. The database of HRTFs in the horizontal
plane for multiple distances [11] stores the HRTFs in a
separate MAT file for each distance. Combined with the
necessity to store a separate file for each listener, such a
representation results in many files. Other databases, such
as the LISTEN database of the Institute for Research and
Coordination in Acoustics/Music (IRCAM) [12] and that
of the Acoustics Research Institute (ARI) [2], consist of
an HRTF matrix and additional matrices describing the
spatial direction of the corresponding HRTF, thus allowing representation of HRTFs from any measured direction.
Although these databases used the same MAT-file format
as the numeric container, the HRTFs were represented using different indexing schemes, requiring a dedicated data
parser for each of those HRTF databases.
The database of the Music and Audio Research LaboratoryNew York University (MARL-NYU) [13] was the first
attempt to harmonize the various internal representations
of CIPIC, LISTEN, MIT, and other common databases. By
storing HRTFs from these databases in a single file format,
the MARL-NYU database was a big step toward exchangeability of HRTFs across the databases—at the price of its
limitation to HRTFs only. Approaching the problem from
another perspective, Sound Description Interchange For566
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mat [14], a general format for storing audio-related data,
has been adapted to HRTFs in order to store HRTFs of a
single listener in a mixed text–based and binary representation. Unfortunately, the spatial aspects of HRTFs cannot
be represented in Sound Description Interchange Format.
SRIR and BRIR datasets were publicly available before
the development of SOFA. They were shared as MAT files
or compressed waveform audio format files, for example,
the SRIRs of the concert hall in Pori, Finland [15], and the
Aachen Impulse Response database [16], respectively. By
being available in different file formats and different internal representations, the exchangeability of these datasets
was very limited.
This situation triggered the development of SOFA in
2012 by the group Aural Assessment By means of Binaural Algorithms, which is an intellectual group of scientists collaborating on the development and applications of
models of human spatial hearing [17, 18]. The idea was
quickly taken up by further European partners and the Audio Engineering Society (AES). The goal was to develop
a file format capable of describing any existing and future
spatially oriented data of acoustic systems. The following
requirements were defined:
r The ability to describe an acoustic setup with arbitrary geometry, i.e., no limitation to special cases
like a regular grid or constant distance;
r A consistent definition of a container with selfdescribing data, i.e., all the required information
about the acoustic setup must be provided as metadata in the file;
r Flexibility to describe data of multiple conditions
(listeners, rooms, spatial positions, etc.) in a single
file;
r Available as a binary file with data compression for
efficient storage and transfer;
r Support for network transfer, structured file hierarchy, and partial file access;
r Predefined description conventions for existing common acoustic setups (such as HRTFs and SRIRs)
but open for any future setups without the need to
re-define the format.
As a result, in 2015, SOFA 1.0 was defined [19] and
approved by the AES as AES Standard 69-2015 [20]. Since
then, many institutions started to use SOFA to store HRTFs,
SRIRs, BRIRs, and other spatial data, see for example [21]
and APPENDIX A. SOFA underwent a major upgrade that
is available as the updated AES Standard 69-2020 [22],
referred to as SOFA 2.0, and a minor update that is available
as AES Standard 69-2022, referred to as SOFA 2.1.
This article reviews SOFA as a format to store spatially oriented acoustic data. SOFA is first introduced by
defining SOFA objects; describing the numeric container,
file structure, and geometric relation between the objects;
and introducing the so-called SOFA conventions. Furthermore, examples are provided for the most recent features of
SOFA 2.1, such as the continuous-direction representation
of data, description of directivity of musical instruments and
J. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 70, No. 7/8, 2022 July/August
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loudspeakers, and representation of multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) data such as BRIRs or SRIRs.
Finally, APPENDIX A.1 extends the article with a list of
currently available SOFA materials, such as toolboxes, applications, and datasets.

1 BASICS OF SOFA
1.1 General
A typical acoustic measurement involves various objects
representing acoustic sources, such as loudspeakers, and
receivers, such as microphones (see Fig. 1). Often, sources
and receivers are grouped to larger structures, such as loudspeaker arrays and microphone arrays. A dummy-head microphone, for example, can be seen as a group of two receivers placed at the entrance of the ear canals. In SOFA,
these objects, which are essential to represent a general
measurement situation, are defined. In this article, these
SOFA objects are denoted as Uppercase and italic.
The object Receiver is defined as the single acoustic sensor, such as the microphone. The number of Receivers is
not limited in SOFA, and multiple Receivers are jointly
represented by the object Listener that incorporates all the
Receivers. For HRTFs, Listener can be a human or artificial
head. For SRIRs, Listener can be a microphone-array structure in the form of a sphere and a frame in the case of spherical and planar microphone arrays, respectively. Whereas
the number of Receivers is not limited, there is only a single Listener object in SOFA. The definition of the Listener
as a single logical object is important because in measurements, the spatial configuration of the Listener (such as its
position and/or its orientation) usually varies without substantial changes in the relative configuration between the
Receivers. For example, in BRIR measurements done for
multiple listener positions in a room, the spatial relation of
the head with respect to the room changes, but the relation
between the head and microphones does not.
The object Emitter is defined as any acoustic excitation
used in the measurement. The number of Emitters is not
limited in SOFA, and multiple Emitters are jointly represented by the object Source that incorporates all Emitters.
Source can be a multi-driver loudspeaker (with the particular drivers as Emitters), speaker array (with the particular speakers as Emitters), choir (with the particular human
singers as Emitters), etc. Whereas the number of Emitters
is not limited, only a single Source is used in SOFA.
Finally, the object Room is defined as a volume surrounding the measurement setup. Room can be any type of
geometry including the special case of having no room at
all, i.e., free-field conditions.
These five objects (Emitter, Source, Receiver, Listener,
and Room) are the backbone of each SOFA file, see Fig. 1.
They are described by their geometric, acoustic, and other
properties. Furthermore, optional user-defined objects can
be included in order to store any parameter relevant to the
measurement, e.g., the torso-head relation in measurements
with variable torso-head angle, temperature of the loudspeaker driver, tuning of the musical instrument, or even
J. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 70, No. 7/8, 2022 July/August
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links to photographs of the acoustic scene to graphically
represent the measurement setting.
1.2 Numeric Container
SOFA stores the information in a single file by serializing
the data into a binary stream. For the serialization, SOFA
relies on the numeric container developed by Unidata and
called Network Common Data Form (NetCDF) [23, 24],
which is a set of software libraries and data formats supporting the creation, access, and sharing of scientific data.
It offers a structured representation of multidimensional
data and metadata; is self-describing, network-transparent,
and machine-independent; and supports huge files, partial access within a file, and data compression. The format NetCDF further relies on a more basic numeric container, the HDF5 [25]. The specifications of both formats
are open access, are freely available, and include a complete definition and examples of various implementations.
Pre-compiled libraries are available for programming languages C++, JAVA, and Fortran. Application-programming
interfaces are available for many high-level programming
languages, such as Ruby, Perl, and Python, and for scientific
environments, such as MATLAB, Octave, and R. Thus, it is
not surprising that NetCDF is an established format widely
used across hundreds of research organizations in the field
of climatology, meteorology, oceanography, geographic information, and numerical computation. For example, MATLAB’s MAT files are actually NetCDF files [26].
By defining SOFA on top of NetCDF, custom development of a numeric container was avoided. In order to distinguish SOFA files from the general NetCDF files, SOFA
files have the extension “.sofa.”
Note that NetCDF comes in many variants: the classic
format, 64-bit offset format, 64-bit data format, NetCDF-4
format, and NetCDF-4 classic model format. Historically,
the classic format was the only format of NetCDF, developed between 1989 and 2004, and referred to as NetCDF1. By 2008, further variants were developed, yielding to
the introduction of NetCDF-4, which provides many additional features, some of them at the price of format complexity. SOFA uses the NetCDF-4 classic model format.
By sticking to the classic model, data representation in
SOFA remains simple. By using NetCDF-4, there is still
access to the extended functionality of NetCDF-4, such
as string type, parallel input/output, ample variable sizes,
or Unicode names. From the SOFA user’s perspective,
when using the NetCDF-4 library for handling SOFA files,
deeper knowledge of the NetCDF-format details is actually not required (more interested readers are referred to
the NetCDF-4 User’s Manual). For simplicity, this article
refers to SOFA’s numeric container as NetCDF.
1.3 File Structure
Fig. 2 shows the structure of a SOFA file. Following
the NetCDF terminology, SOFA stores all data in variables
and attributes. Variables are numeric or character matrices.
Their size is defined by dimensions defined in a SOFA file.
Variables can be further accompanied by attributes, which
567
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Fig. 2. Elements of a spatially oriented format for acoustics
(SOFA) file structured by the Network Common Data Form
(NetCDF) and SOFA terminology including SOFA objects. Blue:
SOFA Dimensions stored as NetCDF dimensions. Green:
NetCDF variables. Orange: NetCDF attributes, either
linked to a NetCDF variable or stored as NetCDF global attributes.
[. . .] = Placeholder for the actual strings.

are narrative descriptions belonging to a specific variable.
Attributes provided at the global level of the file are called
“global attributes” and provide narrative descriptions of the
whole SOFA file. Note that although attributes are technically strings, in SOFA, they are not variables of the type
string. In this article, SOFA variables and attributes are
denoted as monospaced words.
In the SOFA terminology, differences between data and
metadata are distinguished. Data is the acoustic information
to be stored, i.e., information resulting from the measurement, such as impulse responses, transfer functions, etc.
Metadata is the information required to interpret the acoustic data and can be, e.g., the spatial configuration of SOFA
objects or other relevant information about the measurement. Both metadata and data are described by means of
NetCDF variables and attributes.
The format NetCDF explicitly considers conventions,
which are defined as sets of recommendations in a community on the naming and number of dimensions, variables,
and attributes within a NetCDF file. Many conventions exist, mostly in the field of climate and geographical research.
In SOFA, NetCDF conventions are defined specifically describing acoustical measurement setups, i.e., the so-called
SOFA conventions, which are sets of recommendations on
the number and naming of variables; their attributes and
dimensions; and rules specific to commonly used acoustic
setups are defined.
1.4 General Syntax
The names of the attributes and variables have to begin
with a letter followed by letters or digits, with all names
being case sensitive and using UTF-8 character coding.
Underscores (“ ”) and the names “API,” “GLOBAL,” and
“PRIVATE” are not allowed because they are reserved for
internal purposes. The content has to be encoded by the
UTF-8 character coding because it is backward compatible
with ASCII and avoids complications of endianness and
byte-order marks found in UTF-16 and UTF-32.
568
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Grouping of metadata is done by using prefixes. For
example, all metadata describing the object Listener have
the prefix Listener. Accordingly, all the metadata concerning a change in the measurement setup have the prefix
Measurement.
All variables are of the NetCDF type “double” or “character.” Specifically, double is used to represent all numeric
values in SOFA. Whereas NetCDF also supports other
types of numeric representations, the restriction to double
in SOFA simplifies the format. The disadvantage of having 8 bytes to represent each numeric value is negligibly
small considering the compression available in NetCDF.
The NetCDF type “character” is used to represent strings
in variables.
SOFA uses the format ISO Standard 8601-1:2019 [27]
with the specification “yyyy-mm-dd HH:MM:SS” for all
the information about the date and time stored as an attribute. When stored as a numeric variable, SOFA uses the
number of seconds from 1970-01-01 00:00:00.
For all units, SOFA uses the International System of
Units [28].

1.5 Dimensions
All NetCDF variables are organized as matrices of predefined dimensions. In SOFA, dimensions are single letters,
and in this article, they are represented in serif bold
font.
SOFA defines the dimensions I and C to represent the
identity and spatial coordinates, respectively. Consequently,
I = 1, and C = 3, always.
The dimension S is used to store matrices with alphanumeric data, i.e., strings. Consequently, S stores the size of
the largest string. Note that SOFA represents S as an unlimited dimension in NetCDF, i.e., it can be extended easily
without the need of internally reformatting the file.
Further dimensions are SOFA-object specific. The dimensions R and E represent the number of Receivers and
Emitters, respectively, in the discrete-direction representation, or number of coefficients related to the Receivers and
Emitters, respectively, in a continuous-direction representation (see SEC. 1.8 for more information on the geometric
representation of objects).
The dimension N represents the number of data samples
in a single measurement. In the time domain, N is the number of samples. In the frequency domain, N is the number
of frequency bins. N is global for all data in a SOFA file,
i.e., all impulse responses or spectra in a SOFA file have
the same number of samples or frequency bins.
The dimension M represents the number of measurements, which can be the number of measured IRs or spectra.
Usually a single measurement is given by a unique spatial
configuration in the measurement. A change in that configuration, e.g., a change of the Listener position, can be
reflected by a separate measurement, increasing M. Naturally, R, E, N, and M are positive non-zero integers.
J. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 70, No. 7/8, 2022 July/August
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1.6 Data
The acoustic information, i.e., data, is represented by a
group of NetCDF variables with the prefix Data. (note
the dot1 at the end). The specific variable names depend
on the data type used. In SOFA, three fundamental data
types, which describe the data as a 3D matrix along the
dimensions M, R, and N, are defined.
The data type “FIR” describes the data in the time domain, which is usually a set of finite IRs (FIRs) [29]. It uses
Data.IR, Data.Delay, and Data.SamplingRate
as variables. N defines the length of the IR in the units of
the sampling interval in the time domain, i.e., the inverse
of Data.SamplingRate. The variable Data.Delay
allows the user to explicitly state an additional broadband
delay for each of the IRs.
The data type “TF” describes the data in the frequency domain as a set of complex-valued spectra. It uses
Data.Real and Data.Imag to store the real and imaginary parts of the spectra, respectively. N refers to the number
of stored frequency bins in Data.Real and Data.Imag,
in which particular frequencies can be arbitrary and are
stored in the variable N (not to be confused with the dimension N). The variable N and its attributes provide the
information about the frequency bins along the dimension
N.
The data type “SOS” describes the data as a chain of
second-order section (SOS) filters [30]. Such filters are
also known as biquadratic filters widely used as shelving
and peak audio filters [31]. SOS filters offer better computational efficiency because they represent the data as infinite IR (IIR) filters, usually requiring fewer calculations
per audio sample [29]. Such an SOS filter is a chain of p
SOS sections, each of which digital transfer function (in
the z-domain) writes as
H (z) =

B p (z)
B1 (z) B2 (z)
·
· ... ·
,
A1 (z) A2 (z)
A p (z)

(2)

The dimension N stores the total number of coefficients
and is 6p, i.e., 6-fold the total number of sections. Furthermore, Data.SOS is complemented by Data.Delay (in
samples) and Data.SamplingRate (in Hertz).
These fundamental data types can be extended to more
complex matrices. For example, the data type “FIR-E” extends FIR by the dimension E to a 4D matrix depending on
M, R, N, and E.

1
Depending on the software package, this dot might be internally displayed as another character.
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r Conventions: Always “SOFA,” and labels the
NetCDF files a SOFA file;
r Version: Version of SOFA, with “2.1” as the current version at the time of writing;
r SOFAConventions: Name of the SOFA convention used for the file (see SEC. 1.10);
r SOFAConventionsVersion: Version of the
SOFA convention;
r DataType: Defines the data type used;
r RoomType: Defines the type of the room used;
r Title: A succinct description of the file’s content;
r DateCreated: Date and time of file creation;
r DateModified: Date and time of file modification;
r APIName: Name of the API that created and/or
edited the file;
r APIVersion: Version of the API;
r AuthorContact: Contact information, e.g., email
address, of the author of the file;
r Organization: Legal name of the organization
behind the file; and
r License: Legal license under which the file is provided.
There are more predefined optional global attributes,
such as Comment, History, References, and Origin, that help to provide additional, optional information in
a standardized way. Furthermore, any type of user-defined
global attributes can be used for the user’s convenience.

(1)

with Ai (z) = ai,0 + ai,1 z−1 + ai,2 z−2 (usually normalized
such that ai,0 = 1) and Bi (z) = bi,0 + bi,1 z−1 + bi,2 z−2 . The
data type SOS was introduced with SOFA 2.0 (see SEC. 2.2
for an example) and uses Data.SOS to represent the filter
coefficients along the dimension N ordered by
(b0,0 b0,1 b0,2 a0,0 a0,1 a0,2 , b1,0 b1,1 . . .).

1.7 Metadata
1.7.1 General
General metadata describe the general content of the
SOFA file and are stored as NetCDF global attributes. The
following global attributes are mandatory:

1.7.2 Object-Related Metadata
SOFA defines the metadata that describe the SOFA objects. These metadata consist of variables with the corresponding object’s name as the prefix.
The metadata of Listener, Receiver, Source, and Emitter have similar definitions. They are described here with
Listener as an example. The variable ListenerPosition defines the spatial position of the Listener. It is further described by the attributes Type and Units, stating
the type of the coordinate system and units, respectively.
Note that ListenerPosition can be a column vector
of C elements for a stationary Listener or matrix of M-by-C
for Listener with varying position. The variables ListenerView and ListenerUp optionally describe the spatial
orientation of Listener using the View-Up vector pairs usually used in computer graphics to describe the gaze of a camera [32]. Both vectors are optional, but if ListenerView
is provided, ListenerUp must be provided as well. The
absence of both leaves the orientation in an undefined state,
indicating an omnidirectional Listener. ListenerView
must be accompanied by the attributes Type and Units,
similarly to those used for ListenerPosition. A nar569
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rative description and short name of the Listener can be
provided in the optional global attributes ListenerDescription and ListenerShortName, respectively.
Note that ListenerView and ListenerUp can be two
column vectors of C elements for a Listener with a stationary orientation or two matrices of M-by-C for Listener with
varying orientation.
All of this applies similarly to the objects Receiver,
Source, and Emitter. Room has a different definition, and
four room types are distinguished, described by the global
attribute RoomType. The room type “free field” assumes
an anechoic measurement condition and does not require
any further description. The room type “reverberant” is
used to describe some type of reverberation with a narrative description only. This can be provided in the global
attribute RoomDescription. The room type “shoebox”
is used to describe a room approximated by a rectangular
cuboid defined by the coordinates of opposite corners. This
information is provided in the variables RoomCornerA
and RoomCornerB, accompanied by an arbitrary variable
RoomCorners that has the attributes Type and Units,
describing the type of the coordinate system and units used
in the variables RoomCornerA and RoomCornerB. The
room type “dae” is used to describe a room with a more
complex geometry that is stored as a digital asset (DAE)
file using the COLLAborative Design Activity format standardized as ISO/PAS Standard 17506:2012 [33]. The link to
that file is provided as a uniform resource identifiers (URIs)
in the global attribute RoomGeometry. The URI syntax
corresponds to RFC 3986 [34]. Note that RoomShortName, RoomDescription, and RoomLocation are
optional global attributes, which can be used to give the
room a short name, provide a narrative description of the
room, and indicate the geographic location of the room,
respectively, for any room type used.
1.8 Geometric Relation Between the Objects
SOFA uses the Cartesian and spherical coordinate systems to represent the geometrical relation between the objects. In the Cartesian system as used in SOFA, each point
is described by three orthogonal linear values (x, y, z) as
defined in ISO Standard 80000-2:2019 [35]. In the spherical coordinate system as defined in ISO Standard 800002:2019 and used by MPEG-H [36], each point is described
by azimuth angle, polar angle, and radius. In SOFA, the
polar angle is replaced by the elevation angle, which is
measured from the horizontal x-y reference plane such that
the elevation angle of zero is at the horizon. The azimuth
angle still increases counter-clockwise, which is not to be
confused with the opposite directions used by other coordinate systems, such as geographical, celestial, horizontal,
or astronomical. Thus, when using the spherical coordinate
system in SOFA, each point is described by azimuth angle,
elevation angle, and radius (φ, θ, r) corresponding to

z
y
, r = x 2 + y2 + z2.
φ = arctan , θ = arctan 
x
x 2 + y2
(3)
570

The objects Listener, Source, and Room share the same
global coordinate system. Receivers are defined in the local
coordinate system of the Listener, i.e., the origin of the
Receivers’ local coordinate system is given relative to the
Listener’s global coordinate system. Similar requirements
apply to Emitters and the Source.
The orientation of the objects can be defined by the rotation of the respective coordinate systems described by two
orthogonal vectors, the View and Up vectors. The View
vector defines the direction of the positive x-axis of the
respective coordinate system. The Up vector defines the
direction of the positive z-axis of the respective coordinate
system. Both View and Up vectors share the same type
of coordinate system. When described in spherical coordinates, the View vector describes the azimuth and elevation
angles of the object’s orientation, and the Up vector describes the roll (as in the three rotational axes: pitch, yaw,
and roll).
Note that for omnidirectional objects, information about
the orientation has no meaning, and thus View and Up
vectors are optional. However, Up needs to be specified
when View is provided.
Furthermore, the geometric relation between multiple
Emitters (and between multiple Receivers) can be transformed into a continuous-direction representation, in which
the discrete-direction set of all Emitters (and all Receivers) are used to parameterize a finite series of sphericalharmonics (SH) coefficients Sl,m (φ, θ) [37] corresponding
to
⎧√
⎨ 2Nl,|m| Pl,|m| (sin θ) cos (|m| φ) , m > 0
m=0 ,
Sl,m (φ, θ) = √ Nl,0 Pl,0 (sin θ) ,
⎩
2Nl,|m| Pl,|m| (sin θ) sin (|m| φ) , m < 0
(4)
with the order l ∈ {0, 1, . . ., L} and L, which define the
maximal order of the series, and the degree m ∈ { − l, . . ., 0,
. . ., l}. This representation is similar to Ambisonics widely
used in the audio applications, e.g., [38, 39]. Note that
the terms “degree” and “order” correspond to the common
usage in the field of audio engineering, and their definitions
may vary in other fields. For example, in quantum physics,
the meaning of degree and order is the other way around.
In order to calculate the SH coefficients, the Legendreassociated polynomials are defined by
Pl,m (x) =

l+m 
l

1 
2 m/2 d
1
−
x
x2 − 1 ,
l+m
2l l!
dx

and the normalization factor used is defined by

(l − m)!
Nl,m = (2l + 1) ·
.
(l + m)!

(5)

(6)

This normalization, often called “4π-normalized” [40],
is widely used in the area of geodesy and spectral analysis.
In the field of audio engineering, it is known as “N3D”
and used in the Audio Definition Model (ADM) [41] and
MPEG-H framework [36, 42].
Fig. 3 shows the visual representations of the first 16 realvalued SH functions according to Eqs. (4)–(6), vertically
J. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 70, No. 7/8, 2022 July/August
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file “ROOM” containing room impulse responses, which is
then used together with the equalized HRTFs to create auralization filters stored in the file “AURA.” HRTF and EQ
are parents of EQUED, that is, together with ROOM the parents of AURA. Note that when creating the file EQUED,
files HRTF and EQ are not modified—they require read
access only.

Fig. 3. Representation of the first 16 real-valued spherical harmonics according to Eq. (4) (magenta denotes positive and cyan
denotes negative amplitudes). Columns: Degree m. Rows: Order
l up to the order L = 3. The local coordinate system of each representation is shown in the inset. The numbering in the brackets
shows [l, m]. The numbering in the subscript shows the index i of
the harmonic in their linear order according to Eq. (7).

ordered by order l up to the order L = 3 and horizontally
ordered by the degree m. Note that L as the maximal order
of the SH series and defines the directional accuracy of the
representation.
In SOFA, the SH coefficients are stored in a linear arrangement given by l and m such that the ith data element
corresponds to
i = l(l + 1) + m,

(7)

which is the same as the Ambisonic Channel Number used
in audio formats storing SH coefficients, such as the ADM
[41] and AmbiX [43].
For a given maximal order L, there are
#i = (L + 1)2

(8)

coefficients to be stored. As an example, Fig. 3 shows all
#i = 16 harmonics possible in a representation with the
maximal order of L = 3.
1.9 Relation Between the Files
It might be necessary to store multiple different representations of the same acoustic data or store results of
processing an existing acoustic data. For example, HRTFs
of a listener can be processed by headphone filters, with
both data provided in separate SOFA files, yielding a third
file as the result.
In SOFA, a link to other SOFA files can be provided in
order to create a structured hierarchy of data linking original
data (i.e., parent) with processed data. Such a dependence
in a hierarchical structure can be represented by the optional
global attribute Parents, which can contain a list of URIs
pointing to the files containing the original data. In the case
of multiple entries, each URI is separated by the end-of-line
token (hexadecimal 0A16 ).
As an example of such a hierarchy, consider a file
“HRTF” storing the HRTFs of a listener and a file “EQ”
storing the equalization filters of a given headphone. In
order to create equalized HRTFs, the files HRTF and EQ
are used to create file “EQUED.” Furthermore, consider a
J. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 70, No. 7/8, 2022 July/August

1.10 SOFA Conventions
A SOFA convention is a set of rules for naming mandatory metadata, their dimensions and default values as well
as of suggestions for naming optional metadata. Conventions are developed to meet the requirements of particular
application fields. They comply with and extend the general
SOFA specifications described in the previous section. In
order to prevent predicting the future, conventions are developed only for known measurement setups and existing
datasets. In the standard, conventions are described in an
Annex, enabling a quicker reaction to new developments
without the necessity to revise the main SOFA standard. In
this article, conventions are denoted in bold.
As of SOFA 2.1, the following conventions are standardized:
r General: For a general representation of data as
any type, storing data with only the required general metadata being pre-defined. This is the most
general SOFA convention.
r GeneralFIR: For a general representation of data as
FIR filters, storing 3D sets of IRs depending on the
measurement, Receiver, and time.
r GeneralTF: For a general representation of data as
transfer functions, storing 3D sets of complex spectra depending on the measurement, Receiver, and
frequency.
r GeneralSOS: For a general representation of data as
SOS filters, storing 3D sets of biquad filters depending on the measurement, Receiver, and SOS index.
r GeneralFIR-E: For a general representation of data
as FIR filters, storing 4D sets of IRs depending on
the measurement, Receiver, time, and Emitter.
r GeneralTF-E: For a general representation of data
as transfer functions, storing 4D sets of complex
spectra depending on the measurement, Receiver,
frequency, and Emitter.
r SimpleFreeFieldHRIR: For representing discretedirection free-field head-related impulse responses
(HRIRs) of a single subject stored as sets of IRs.
Each HRIR position is represented by a unique representation of the Source.
r SimpleFreeFieldHRTF: For representing discretedirection free-field HRTFs of a single subject stored
as sets of complex spectra. Each HRTF position is
represented by a unique representation of the Source.
r SimpleFreeFieldHRSOS:
For
representing
discrete-direction free-field HRTFs of a single
subject stored as sets of SOSs. Each HRTF position
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r

r
r

r

r

r

is represented by a unique representation of the
Source.
FreeFieldHRIR: Extension of the convention SimpleFreeFieldHRIR to continuous-direction representations. The HRIRs are stored as 4D sets of
IRs depending on measurement, Receiver, time, and
Emitter. In contrast to SimpleFreeFieldHRIR, each
HRIR position is represented by a unique representation of the Emitter (see SEC. 2.1 for an example).
FreeFieldHRTF: Extension of the convention SimpleFreeFieldHRTF to continuous-direction representations. Other aspects as in FreeFieldHRIR.
SimpleHeadphoneIR: For storing IRs with a oneto-one correspondence between Emitter and Receiver, with the main application being to store headphone impulse responses [headphone IRs (HpIRs),
see SEC. 2.5 for an example].
SingleRoomSRIR: For representing SRIRs as FIR
filters measured in a single room with a single Source
(e.g., a loudspeaker) and Listener containing an arbitrary number of (per default omnidirectional) Receivers (e.g., a microphone array), with both the
Source and Listener potentially varying (see SEC.
2.3 for an example).
SingleRoomMIMOSRIR: For representing SRIRs
as FIR filters measured in a single room with a single
Source containing an arbitrary number of (per default omnidirectional) Emitters (e.g., a loudspeaker
array) and Listener containing an arbitrary number of
(per default omnidirectional) Receivers (e.g., a microphone array), with both the Source and Listener
potentially varying (e.g., SEC. 2.3).
FreeFieldDirectivityTF: For storing directivities as
complex spectra of a single Source, such as instruments, loudspeakers, singers, or talkers, obtained by
multiple Receivers from potentially multiple measurements, such as various musical notes or playing
various styles (see SEC. 2.4 for an example).

Within each convention, application-specific metadata
can be provided by the user. They can be of arbitrary dimension, but they must not use metadata names
from the respective convention set. In the case of extending an already specified attribute (e.g., to provide
a more-specific description along a specific dimension),
a plural version of the attribute’s name is required,
and both the attribute and variable are provided. For
example, the attribute ReceiverDescription can
be extended as an M-dependent variable called ReceiverDescriptions. Furthermore, on top of the
standardized conventions, users can propose and discuss new conventions by contributing to the SOFA
website [44].

2 EXAMPLES OF ADVANCES IN SOFA 2.1
This section describes features of SOFA as of version 2.1
in more detail.
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2.1 Continuous-Direction Representations of
HRTFs
SOFA 2.0 introduced the continuous-direction representation of the data that can be used to represent HRTFs
without any spatial discretization of the sound-source direction. To this end, conventions such as FreeFieldHRTF and
FreeFieldHRIR are provided to store HRTFs in both discrete and continuous ways. The continuous-direction representation can be used to easily interpolate between HRTF
directions.
As an example, the conversion from discrete directions
in SimpleFreeFieldHRIR (as an established convention
in SOFA 1.0) to continuous directivity in FreeFieldHRTF
(introduced with SOFA 2.0) is explained. Then, the capabilities of directionally continuous representations are
demonstrated by spatially sampling the continuous HRTF
representation to new directions in a dense discrete grid.
The most widely used convention to represent HRTFs,
SimpleFreeFieldHRIR, stores HRTFs measured at discrete directions in space. The left column of Fig. 4 shows
the left-ear HRTFs from HRIR L2354.sofa of the THK
database [45]. The top and bottom rows show the logarithmic IRs in the horizontal plane and logarithmic amplitude spectra in the median plane, respectively. Recall that
in SimpleFreeFieldHRIR, each measurement corresponds
to a measured sound-source direction, thus M represents the
number of measured directions (represented as d in Table
1), SourcePosition has the dimension M-by-C, and the
data matrix has the dimension M-by-R-by-N (with N being the number of filter taps and usually with R=2), The
two most-left columns of Table 1 show the corresponding
summary.
In the first step, the data is transformed to a spectral representation by means of Fourier transform applied on the
data matrix, for each M independently. The real and imaginary parts of each spectrum are stored in Data.Real
and Data.Imag, respectively. Furthermore, the convention changes to SimpleFreeFieldHRTF, and N becomes
frequency. To this end, the variable N is created as a vector
of N (note the difference between N and N) and filled with
a series of frequencies beginning with 0 and ending at half
the Data.SamplingRate.
In order to represent these HRTFs in a continuous way,
they need to be converted to FreeFieldHRTF but still
use the discrete-direction representation. To this end, each
source position of SimpleFreeFieldHRTF is treated as a
separate Emitter of a virtual loudspeaker array centered at
the position of the Listener. The data matrices Data.Real
and Data.Imag are extended by the dimension of Emitter, i.e., they have the dimension M-by-R-by-N-by-E, with
E being the number of measured positions and M being reduced to 1. The content of SourcePosition is copied
to EmitterPosition, which becomes an E-by-C matrix. Then, SourcePosition, being an M-by-C matrix,
is reduced to a 1-by-C matrix representing a single position
of the virtual loudspeaker array located in the center of the
Listener (compare Table 1, the center column). Note that
this conversion does not change the data content.
J. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 70, No. 7/8, 2022 July/August
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Fig. 4. Spatially continuous representation in FreeFieldHRTF demonstrated by spatial interpolation. Left: Spatially discrete head-related
transfer functions (HRTFs) represented in SimpleFreeFieldHRIR at an average resolution of 8◦ shown as energy time curves along the
horizontal plane (a) and as amplitude spectra along the median plane (c). Center: Spatially continuous HRTFs (see text) represented in
FreeFieldHRTF, obtained by converting SimpleFreeFieldHRIR to the spherical-harmonics (SH) domain and shown as an example for
orders 40 (top) and 4 (bottom). Right: Spatially discrete HRTFs represented in SimpleFreeFieldHRIR, obtained by spatial sampling
FreeFieldHRTF at a resolution of 1◦ . The energy time curve is shown in (b) and the amplitude spectra along the median plane in (d).

Having those preparations done, the discrete-direction
Emitter positions are used to transform the data to the
continuous-direction representation. To this end, for a given
order L, SH coefficients are calculated by applying Eqs.
(4) and (5) on all Emitter positions, forming the SH matrix. Then, for each ear (i.e., R) and frequency (i.e., N),
the continuous-direction data is calculated as the product
of the inverse SH matrix and discrete-direction data for
all emitters. This is done separately for Data.Real and
Data.Imag. The data matrices become the size of 1by-R-by-N-by-#i, with #i as in Eq. (8). Finally, the type
of the coordinate system for the Emitters is adapted (i.e.,

the Type attribute of EmitterPosition is “spherical
harmonics”) and EmitterPosition becomes a 1-byC matrix, with no actual meaning, e.g., set to the center
position of the Listener (compare Table 1, most-right column). Within the example, the center of Fig. 4 shows as an
example SH coefficients for two SH orders.
With that representation, HRTFs can be directionally
post-hoc sampled for an arbitrary direction. Within the example, the right column of Fig. 4 shows the left-ear continuous HRTFs, sampled at a resolution of 1◦ . The finer
resolution is visualized in the insets. These sampled HRTFs
can be stored directly in FreeFieldHRTF or converted to

Table 1. Relation between SimpleFreeField and FreeField.
SimpleFreeField
HRIR/HRTF

M
E
SourcePosition
EmitterPosition
Data matrix

FreeField
HRIR/HRTF

Discrete

Discrete

Continuous

d
1
d×3
1×3
d×R×N

1
d
1×3
d×3
1×R×N×d

1
#i
1×3
1×3
1 × R × N × #i

Note. d = number of measured HRTF directions; HRIR = head-related impulse response; HRTF =
head-related transfer function; #i = number of SH coefficients, depending on L [see Eq. (8)]; SH =
spherical harmonics. Significant changes are shown in bold.
J. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 70, No. 7/8, 2022 July/August
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SimpleFreeFieldHRTF for legacy with SOFA 1.0. This
example and parts of Fig. 4 can be reconstructed with the
file demo FreeFieldHRTF.m from the SOFA Toolbox
2.0 [46].
2.2 HRTFs Represented by SOS Filters
Binaural audio rendering systems mostly often require
computationally efficient models of HRTFs. IIR filters
provide the opportunity to approximate the magnitude of
HRTFs with fewer coefficients than direct FIR representations [47–49]. Although direct forms of IIR filters are
simple to construct and have small computational requirements, they are very sensitive to parameter variations. A
simple approach to improve their numerical stability is to
represent them as a series of low-order filters, e.g., [50,
51]. Especially the series of SOSs is widely used in audio
engineering as biquadratic filters, e.g., [52], and has found
application in the field of binaural rendering via HRTFs
[53, 54].
An example is the conversion of HRIRs stored in SimpleFreeFieldHRIR to a cascade of SOS filters stored in SimpleFreeFieldHRSOS introduced in SOFA 2.0. The modeling of HRTFs is typically split into an all-pass stage, which
models the broadband interaural differences, and minimumphase filter. The minimum-phase filter is then designed as a
chain of SOS. The total filter design process is as follows:
r Computation of the minimum-phase spectrum;
r Flattening of the lower-frequency and higherfrequency regions;
r Critical-band smoothing;
r Frequency warping;
r Conversion back to the time domain;
r IIR modeling using a time-domain algorithm for
least-squares approximation of desired HRIRs for
IIR digital filters [55] by minimizing the error between the targeted and modeled HRIRs;
r Conversion from IIR representation to a cascade of
SOSs, e.g., [56]; and
r Frequency unwarping;
In SimpleFreeFieldHRSOS, the obtained coefficients
are stored in Data.SOS ordered following Eq. (2). Fig.
5 shows as an example the amplitude spectra of an HRTF
modeled with a cascade of 6, 12, and 18 sections. The example is based on a free-field HRIR from the BiLi database
[57] of the human subject “1100” [58]. For the reference,
the solid line shows the amplitude spectrum of the underlying original HRTF [59].
2.3 Multi-Perspective SRIRs
SRIRs aim at capturing the spatial characteristics of the
acoustics of a room through a number of RIRs measured
at various positions and/or orientations of Source and Listener. Both, Source and Listener can be compact arrays
consisting of multiple acoustic channels, i.e., transducers
and microphones, respectively.
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Fig. 5. Head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) represented in
SimpleFreeFieldHRSOS as an example for the data type secondorder section (SOS). Dash lines: Amplitude spectra obtained with
6 (red, dash-dotted), 12 (green, dashed), and 18 (blue, dotted)
SOSs, represented in SimpleFreeFieldHRSOS. Solid black line:
Amplitude spectrum of the original HRTF for the reference.

SingleRoomSRIR2 and SingleRoomMIMOSRIR aim
at storing such SRIRs obtained from measurement or simulation setups along with a convenient indexing scheme of
the positions and/or orientations of the Source and Listener,
as well as of the multiple channels of the Listener (compact
microphone array) and Source (compact source array) in
the SingleRoomMIMOSRIR case.
These SOFA conventions are well-suited for spatial audio applications, such as room acoustics analysis and reproduction [15, 60, 61]. Additionally, the option of multiple
Emitters supported by SingleRoomMIMOSRIR makes it
possible to simulate arbitrary source directivity, e.g., [62].
SingleRoomSRIR is intended for SRIRs measured with
an arbitrary number of Receivers (R > 1, such as a microphone array), but it is limited to a source having a single
Emitter with arbitrary directivity (E = 1). The SRIRs can
be provided for multiple positions and/or orientations of the
Listener and/or Source in a single room. Consequently, in
such cases, ListenerPosition and SourcePosition are M-by-C matrices. If Listener uses varying orientations, ListenerView and ListenerUp are M-by-C
matrices (applying to SourceView and SourceUp for
the Source manipulations). Note that only by providing
the actual coordinates of the Receivers (in ReceiverPosition, in the local coordinate system centered on the
Listener), the geometric relations of the measurement scenario can be reproduced, which is important for users, e.g.,
applying their own SH transform on the data.
As an extension to represent a Source with multiple Emitters, SingleRoomMIMOSRIR is meant for storing SRIRs

2
As of SOFA 2.0, SingleRoomSRIR is the standardized version
of SingleRoomDRIR proposed by the community.
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Fig. 6. Measurements of spatial room impulse responses (SRIRs) in Sala dei Concerti of Casa della Musica, Parma. (a) Measurement grid.
Blue: Positions of the Listener (compact microphone array). Red: Positions of the Source (compact loudspeaker array). (b) Photography
of the setup with Source-Listener position combination C-1.

measured with a compact Source with an arbitrary number of Emitters of arbitrary directivity (E > 1, such as a
multi-driver loudspeaker) for multiple positions and/or orientations of the Listener and/or Source in a single room.
To this end, the data matrix is a 4D representation with
the dimensions M, R, N, and E. The other properties of
SingleRoomSRIR, e.g., a compact Listener containing an
arbitrary number of Receivers, are propagated unchanged
to SingleRoomMIMOSRIR. Note that only by providing
the actual coordinates of both Receivers (in ReceiverPosition, in the local coordinate system centered on the
Listener) and Emitters (in EmitterPosition, in the
local coordinate system centered on the Source), the geometric relations of the scenario can be reproduced.
Both conventions consider measurement setups comprising different models of Listeners, Receivers,
Sources, and Emitters. In such cases, ListenersDescription, ReceiversDescription, SourcesDescription, and EmittersDescription, respectively, can be used as variables to describe the different
objects (note the plural in the name).
An example for SingleRoomMIMOSRIR is the set of
SRIR data measured at the Sala dei Concerti of Casa della
Musica in Parma as shown in Fig. 6. These measurements
were carried out with a 32-channel compact microphone
array and 32-channel compact loudspeaker array (the loudspeaker drivers were used independently and sequentially).
In SOFA, the microphone array used in that campaign is represented as a Listener with 32 Receivers, i.e.,
R = 32. The loudspeaker array is represented as Source with
32 Emitters, i.e., E = 32. Moreover, the measurements were
done for three Listener positions and three Source positions
[see Fig. 6(a)], resulting in nine measurements, i.e., M = 9.
The 4D data matrix containing the SRIRs is thus 9 × 32 ×
N × 32, resulting in 9,216 SRIRs, each of size N taps. Note
that Listener and Source had the same orientation at all
considered positions, although SingleRoomMIMOSRIR
supports different orientations for each measurement.
In the next example, the discrete Receiver and Emitter
positions are transformed to the continuous representation
J. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 70, No. 7/8, 2022 July/August

of a spherical harmonics expansion. For third-order Ambisonics, the 4D matrix containing the spherical harmonics–
encoded SRIRs is thus 9 × 16 × N × 16. The attributes
Type of ReceiverPosition and EmitterPosition are set to “spherical harmonics.” Then, ReceiverPosition and EmitterPosition each become a 1by-C matrix, with no actual meaning.
These measurements were done in the scope of the
Sipario project [63], and more details on the measurement
campaign and data processing can be found in [64]. Examples of SOFA files using the described conventions SingleRoomSRIR and SingleRoomMIMOSRIR are available
for download from the SOFA examples website [65].
Note that SOFA files of type SingleRoomSRIR or SingleRoomMIMOSRIR can be of large size depending on
the number of Emitters (E), number of Receivers (R), total number of positions (M), and length of the individual
SRIRs (N). When saving such files, enabling data compression available in NetCDF offers an efficient storage.
2.4 Acoustical Directivity
The source directivity describes the directional distribution of the radiated sound energy. Although the directivity of
sources such as loudspeakers can be described straightforwardly, describing the directivity of natural sources, such
as singers or musical instruments, is more complicated.
For example, identical musical notes can have different
directivities—think of a guitar on whose on which the same
musical note can be played on different strings. The convention FreeFieldDirectivityTF (introduced in SOFA 2.0)
aims at organizing the description of such directivities.
FreeFieldDirectivityTF uses the data type TF to provide
much flexibility to the users. This way not only directivities recorded for specific frequencies can be stored, but also
those for musical notes can be described by providing the
frequency information about the notes, complete spectra
with linearly spaced frequencies can be converted to timedomain signals (by means of the inverse Fourier transform),
non-linear frequency spacing can be used to represent directivities averaged (e.g., across one-third–octave frequency
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Fig. 7. SimpleHeadphoneIR for the representation of headphone impulse responses (HpIRs). (a) Schematics of the acoustic setup with
the metadata and default values used in SimpleHeadphoneIR. (b) Binaural amplitude spectra of HpIRs from the Acoustics Research
Institute (ARI) database for the subject NH5 obtained from the file hpir nh5.sofa. For clarity, the channels were vertically separated by
10 dB.

bands), or musical spectra can be stored as a fundamental
frequency with the directivity of the overtones.
FreeFieldDirectivityTF also defines the mandatory
metadata to make sure the data can be understood by others. To this end, it requires the attributes SourceType
and SourceManufacturer, both being the narrative
descriptions of the acoustic source and its manufacturers,
respectively. It requires ListenerView and SourceView, assuming a directional Listener and Source, respectively. Furthermore, it requires the attributes Reference
to SourcePosition, SourceView, and SourceUp
as narrative descriptions of the spatial reference of the
Source position and orientation. Examples for such a reference of the SourcePosition can be “the bell” for a
trumpet or “on the front plate between the low- and highfrequency driver” for a loudspeaker. Examples for such a
reference of the SourceView can be “viewing direction of
the bell” for a trumpet or “perpendicular to the front plate”
for a loudspeaker. Examples for such a reference of the
SourceUp can be “along the keys, keys up” for a trumpet
or “perpendicular to the top plate” for a loudspeaker.
As an example for FreeFieldDirectivityTF, Fig. 8 shows
the directivity of the fundamental frequency of the note A4
played on a trumpet. The note was recorded in the anechoic
chamber, processed as described in [66], and interpolated to
a 1◦ × 1◦ resolution by using first-order splines. In SOFA,
the metadata specifies the orientation of the trumpet in
the coordinate system, played note, and tuning frequency,
among various other information.
This example can be reconstructed with the file
demo DirectivitiyTF.m from the SOFA Toolbox 2.0
[46] in combination with the AKTools 1.2.0 [67].
2.5 HpIRs
The convention SimpleHeadphoneIR was standardized
to enable an easy way for storing IRs with a one-to-one
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Fig. 8. Directivity of the fundamental frequency of the note A4
played on a trumpet. Sound pressure (in decibels) is indicated by
radius and color. The red, green, and blue lines denotes the x, y,
and z axis, respectively, with the dots pointing toward the positive
directions.

correspondence between Emitter and Receiver. The main
application for this convention is to store HpIRs measured
for each side of the head.
Fig. 7(a) shows an example of such an acoustic setup: the
headphones are placed on a human or artificial head, and the
response of each driver is acquired at the corresponding (potentially simulated) ear canal. In terms of SOFA objects, the
IRs between Emitters and Receivers are represented. Note
that although the typical headphone measurement setup
deals with two Emitters and two Receivers, SimpleHeadphoneIR is not limited to that—the only limitation is the
requirement to have the same number of Emitters and Receivers. The support of multiple measurements for the same
J. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 70, No. 7/8, 2022 July/August
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headphone and/or listener makes SimpleHeadphoneIR interesting.
In fact, SimpleHeadphoneIR can store HpIRs acquired
under various conditions in a single SOFA file. As an example, Fig. 7(b) shows five amplitude spectra per ear stored in
a single file. The dataset represents repeated measurements
recorded with single headphones for the same listener, repeated by taking the headphones off and then putting them
back on the head. In the SOFA file, this dataset is represented as the data type FIR, i.e., as an M-by-R-by-N matrix
of binaural IRs (here, with the 256-tap IRs, the Data.IR
is a matrix of 5 × 2 × 256 elements), complemented
with the metadata MeasurementDate storing five elements, each of them representing the time stamp of the
measurement M. This example can be reconstructed with
the file demo HeadphoneIR.m from the SOFA Toolbox
2.0 [46].
2.6 Conventions for General Data (Not Fitting
Specific Conventions)
SOFA can represent any type of spatially oriented data.
In SOFA 1.0, users had to create their own convention to
do so, and over the course of time, two conventions have
been established (GeneralFIR and GeneralTF). In SOFA
2.0, these and three further conventions (GeneralFIR-E,
GeneralTF-E, and their full generalization General) have
been standardized to ease access to any type of spatial data.
The most general convention is called General. It has
minimum requirements on the information to be provided,
namely, the mandatory global attributes, mandatory objectrelated metadata, and the data, with the data type being
one of those standardized or defined by the user. This convention is thought to represent any existing and/or future
acoustic setup, at the price of being least specific in its
description.
Conventions GeneralFIR-E, GeneralTF-E, GeneralFIR, and GeneralTF restrict the convention General to
the data type to be FIR-E, TF-E, FIR, and TF, respectively.
Users with their data in one of these data types are encouraged to use one of these conventions to store their spatially
oriented data that does not fit into the more-specific conventions.
3 SUMMARY
With the update of the AES Standard 69-2020, SOFA
2.0 introduced many exciting possibilities to represent spatial data. An important addition is the method to represent
continuous-direction data by means of spherical harmonics,
in the audio community known as Ambisonics.
Although remaining backward compatible to the original
AES Standard 69-2015 (as known as SOFA 1.0), SOFA 2.0
introduced new conventions to describe a variety of spatial
configurations, e.g., a convention describing the directivity of musical instruments and loudspeakers, with flexibility not covered by other AES standards; two conventions
describing SRIR measurements enabling complex interaction between sources and listeners (such as MIMO data
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and multi-perspective representations); or conventions for
a more comprehensive and flexible description of HRTFs,
SRIRs, and equivalent data. Finally, general conventions
for a comprehensive representation of any spatial acoustic
setup are provided as a basis for being further tailored down
by the user.
All those details have been further fine-tuned in the update AES Standard 69-2022 (as known as SOFA 2.1), which
is described and available to the users at the SOFA website
[44]. Many datasets have been provided by contributors
from all around the world, being available at the SOFA
repository [65]. Data stored in the continuous-directional
representation of SOFA can be directly integrated in the
ADM [41] and/or in MPEG-H [36]. Other organizations,
such as the European Telecommunications Standards Institute, proposed directly SOFA for binaural rendering within
the virtual-reality services of the telecommunication standard 5G [68]. Within the field of virtual reality and 360◦
video, SOFA has been proposed to be an essential part of
the reproduction system [69]. SOFA is a registered media
subtype [70], offering both application developers and users
a convenient container for storage, transfer, and exchange
of spatially oriented data.
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A.1 TOOLBOXES, APPLICATIONS, AND DATA
Here, a snapshot of important toolboxes, applications,
and datasets related to SOFA at the time of writing are
listed. Most of them are listed and described on the SOFA
website [44]. The datasets are available for download from
the SOFA repository [65]. References to documentation are
provided where available.
1 TOOLBOXES
r HDFView: Generic viewer for Hierarchical Data
Format (HDF5) files running in Java for low-level
inspection of SOFA files [71].
r SOFA Toolbox 2.0: Comprehensive toolbox for
MATLAB and Octave, with the previous versions
known as the SOFA API for MATLAB/Octave [46,
72].
r sofar: Comprehensive interface for SOFA in Python
including verification of SOFA files [73].
r SOFA API for C++: Interface for handling SOFA
files in C++ [74].
r pysofaconventions, pySOFA, SOFASonix: Various
lightweight interfaces in Python [75–77].
r libmysofa: Lightweight read-only API in C without
nearly any dependencies, suitable for embedded devices and part of Debian Linux [78].
r WebSofa: API based on the libmysofa aiming for
applications in JavaScript environments [79].
r sofa∼ : A collection of objects for using and creating
SOFA files in Max [80].
2 APPLICATIONS
r Spat: Suite for spatialization of sound signals in realtime, intended for musical creation, post production,
and live performances [81, 82].
r SOFAlizer plug-in for VideoLANClient (VLC)
player: A simple demo of an audio engine as a plugin
for the VLC player [83].
r DirPat: Tools for the analysis and visualization of
the directivity of acoustic sources [84].
r 3D Tune-In Toolkit: A C++ library aiming at spatialization and simulation of hearing loss within realtime virtual environments [85, 86].
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r Anaglyph Virtual Studio Technology (VST): A VST
plugin for binaural rendering within digital-audio
workstations [87].
r Binaural Audio: Web application site introducing
HRTFs and providing audio samples online [88].
r Auralization Engine: A MATLAB-based app for auralization and HRTF personalization [89].
3 DATASETS
3.1 Free-Field HRTFs of Human Listeners
r ARI: HRTFs of over 220 listeners, in two bandwidths
(300-Hz and 50-Hz lower frequency) [90, 91].
r CIPIC: HRTFs of 45 listeners with partially available
anthropometric data [10].
r BILI (IRCAM): HRTFs of 54 listeners measured at
1,680 directions and sampling rate of 96 kHz.
r CROSSMOD (IRCAM): HRTFs of 24 listeners measured at 651 directions and sampling rate of 44.1
kHz.
r LISTEN (IRCAM): HRTFs of 50 listeners measured
at 187 directions and sampling rate of 44.1 kHz.
r RIEC: HRTFs of over 100 listeners [92, 93].
r Aachen: HRTFs of 48 listeners with anthropometric
data and 3D ear models [94].
r HUTUBS: HRTFs of 96 listeners including anthropometric data, headphone impulse responses, and
3D head models [95].
r CHEDAR: Numerically calculated HRTFs with 3D
meshes and anthropometric data [96].
r 3D3A: HRTFs of 38 listeners with partially 3D head
and torso scans available [21].
3.2 Free-Field HRTFs of Artificial Heads
r MIT: HRTFs of the Knowles Electronics Manikin
for Auditory Research (KEMAR) [8].
r ARI: HRTFs of a printed listener head measured
with the same setup as for human listeners [97].
r BILI: HRTFs of three mannequins measured at IRCAM using the same setup as for human listeners.
r HRTFs, raw and reference data of the dummy head
Neumann KU 100.
r HRTFs, raw and reference data of the dummy head
Brüel & Kjaer type 4100D with and without pinna.
r THK: High spatial resolution dataset consisting of 1)
far-field HRTFs of Neumann KU100, 2) near-field
HRTFs of Neumann KU100 for various distances,
and 3) HRTFs of Neumann KU100 and HEAD
acoustics HMS II while mounted various head gears
[98].
r SCUT: Near-field HRTFs of the KEMAR measured
for several distances [99].
r TU-Berlin: HRTFs of the KEMAR measured for
several distances [100] and of the FABIAN mannequin acoustically measured and numerically calculated [101].
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r Club Fritz: HRTFs of Neumann KU 100 measured
by many institutions [102].
r VIKING: HRTFs of the KEMAR mannequin with 20
different pairs of artificial silicone pinnae for 1,513
different directions including 3D scans [103].
r Aachen: High-resolution HRTFs of the KEMAR
mannequin combined with a 3D model [104].
r PKU-IOA: High spatial resolution HRTFs of the
KEMAR mannequin measured for several distances
[105].
3.3 Special General Purpose Free-Field Data
r Behind-the-ear HRTFs: Dataset of HRTFs measured
with hearing-aid devices worn behind the ear [106].
r Pinna-related
transfer
functions
(PRTFs):
Widespread dataset consisting of 1,005 ear
shapes and numerically simulated PRTFs created
by randomly weighting the principle components of
the pinna representation obtained from an analysis
of 119 pinna meshes of actual listeners [107].
r Directivities: A dataset of a three-way loudspeaker
(low, middle, and high units) in 10◦ resolution and
two datasets of a trumpet, recorded with a 32-channel
microphone array.
r HpIRs ARI: Datasets of HpIRs of over 100 human
listeners wearing a single headphone, measured five
times with headphone repositioning [108].
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r HpIRs BT-DEI: HpIRs of 16 human listeners measured for three headphones [109].
r HpIRs FABIAN: HpIRs of the FABIAN mannequin
acoustically measured for 34 headphones [110].
3.4 (Spatial) Room Impulse Responses ((S)RIRs)
r Oldenburg: RIRs measured in an office under several
conditions [111].
r TuBuRo: RIRs (from omnidirectional mic) and
BRIRs (from KEMAR manequin) recorded with a
64-channel loudspeaker array in a room under various absorbing conditions [112].
r SBSBRIR: BRIRs from the Salford-BBC dataset
measured in a recording room for 12 loudspeakers,
each for 15 head orientations [113].
r THK: SRIRs and BRIRs measured at the Westdeutscher Rundfunk Köln (WDR) broadcast studios
with various microphone arrays [114].
r SADIE: BRIRs and HRTFs measured for the same
20 listeners, including HpIRs and anthropometrics
[115].
r Room transition: SRIRs capturing the transition between coupled rooms with 101 positions and four
coupled room pairs [116].
r Variable room acoustics: SRIRs measured in a variable acoustics room with two spherical microphone
arrays [117].
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